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Abstract

The electronic structure and energetics of LaNi , its hydrogen solution (a-La Ni H) and its hydride (b-La Ni H ) were investigated5 2 10 2 10 14

by means of the tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital method within the atomic sphere approximation (TB-LMTO-ASA). Preferred site
occupation of the absorbed hydrogen atoms was investigated in terms of the charge density of the interstitial sites and the total energy,
both of which indicate that the 6m site in the P6/mmm symmetry is the most preferred. A negative heat of formation of La Ni H was2 10 14

obtained after optimising the kinetic energy of the electrons outside the atomic spheres and the interstitial sphere radii.  1998 Elsevier
Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction the calculation. Thus, we first examine the sensitivity of
the total energy on the choice of the various parameters

It is almost 30 years since the first hydrogen-absorbing appearing in the LMTO calculation. Secondly, we study
alloy, LaNi , was discovered in the late 1960s [1]. LaNi the site preference of the absorbed hydrogen at low5 5

and its related alloys are still the most important alloys hydrogen concentration (corresponding to the a-phase
because of their good combination of large hydrogen La Ni H) by evaluating the heat of solution for the2 10

capacity, moderate stability and excellent electrochemical different sites and comparing them to the local electronic
reactiveness. Both the stability and the hydrogen capacity, charge densities. Finally, we investigate the electronic
which usually display a trade-off relationship (See e.g., structure and the heat of formation of the hydride b-
Refs. [2–4], need to be controlled in order to design La Ni H , where we predict for the first time a negative2 10 14

suitable alloys for use in applications. In principle, the heat of formation. We break up the heat of formation into
stability can be evaluated theoretically, directly from the three distinct contributions arising from the electronic
total energy of the alloys involved in the hydrogenation structure, the lattice distortion and the volume expansion,
reaction. In practice, however, no ab-initio theoretical heat respectively.
of formation for intermetallic-hydrogen systems has been
reported yet, due to the complexity of their structures and
the vast memory and time required for such a total energy 2. Details of the calculations
calculation.

In this paper we report the electronic structure and the 2.1. TB-LMTO method
energetics of LaNi , its hydrogen solution a-La Ni H and5 2 10

its hydride b-La Ni H , which are calculated with a new In the present study we calculated the electronic struc-2 10 14

linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) programme that includes ture self-consistently by using a new TB-LMTO technique,
a technique for evaluating interstitial sphere radii [5]. The the details of which are described in Ref. [5]. For solving

¨heat of formation of the hydride is determined by a subtle the one-electron Schrodinger equation, we used the scalar-
balance between the total energies of the host alloy and the relativistic LMTO in the atomic-sphere-approximation
hydride and is, therefore, easily affected by the accuracy of including the combined correction (ASA1CC). Exchange

and correlation contributions were included through the
*Corresponding author. local-density-approximation (LDA) using the von Barth–
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0Hedin formula [6] with the non-local gradient correction canonical structure matrix S through the following screen-
due to Langreth, Mehl and Hu [7,8]. In the ASA1CC, the ing transformation or the Dyson equation:

¨one-electron potential entering the Schrodinger equation is
a 0 0 21S 5 S (1 2 aS ) , (3)a superposition of overlapping spherical potential wells

with positions R and radii s ? This approximation leads toR where the set of the screening constants ha j specifies theRLa kinetic-energy error proportional to the fourth power of representation. In the TB representation, the structure
the relative sphere overlap [9]: aconstant matrix S can be generated in real space for each

21 0site R by inverting the Hermitian matrix a 2S for thes 1 sR R9
]]]v ; 2 1 (1) cluster of 20|50 nearest neighbours R9. With the choiceRR9 uR 2 R9u

a ;g from self-consistent LMTO-ASA calculations,RL RL

the LMTO’s become orthonormal with neglect of the smallThe overlapping of the MT spheres was determined from a
potential parameters of a linear method. The Hamiltonianfull-potential construction [14]. For open structures like
in the orthonormal representation is then expressed as aintermetallic hydrides, the ASA with only atom-centred
power series in the following two-centre TB Hamiltonian:spheres would be accompanied by substantial errors, either

due to large overlap and misrepresentation of the potential, ] ]]a a a a ah 5 (c 2 e )d d 1 d S d (4)œ œRL,R9L 9 Rl n Rl RR9 LL 9 Rl RL,R9L 9 R9l 9or due to neglect of the charge in the van der Waals gap.
Therefore it is necessary to pack the van der Waals gap with coefficients proportional to (a 2g ). In Eq. (4), eRL RL nwith interstitial spheres. The general requirement for are the positions of the concerned energy windows in
choosing the sphere positions and radii of the interstitial which a linear method is expected to yield useful results

a aspheres is that the superposition of the spherical potentials and c and d are the potential parameters derived from
approximates the full three-dimensional potential [10,11] the slope and amplitude of the corresponding radial wave
as accurately as possible, so that the overlap error for the function at the sphere boundary. Thus the TB-LMTO
kinetic energy be acceptable. Here we model the full approach can be regarded as a link between empirical TB
potential by the superposition of neutral-atom potentials, methods and possibly more accurate first principle meth-
and for simplicity, retain only the Hartree part. The ods.
atomic-centred spheres are then determined by tracing the The basis set consisted of La 4f, 6s, 5d; Ni 3d, 4s, 4p; H
potential along the lines connecting nearest neighbour 1s and interstitial sphere 1s LMTOs. In addition, La 6p, H
atoms and finding the saddle-points. For a given atom with 2p, 3d and interstitial sphere 2p partial waves x (e, r)Rlposition R, the distance to the closest saddle-point is taken were taken at the fixed energies e which are the centresn Rlas the radius of a sphere which usually touches the spheres of gravity of the occupied parts of the Rl projected bands,
constructed in the same way about other atoms. The ASA and were included only in the tails of the LMTOs
radii are then obtained by inflating these atom-centred ¨mentioned above. This treatment corresponds to Lowdin
non-overlapping spheres until they either fill space or until down-folding, and not only reduces the size of the secular
their overlap reaches a maximum value, which is usually matrix but also serves to avoid distortions of the phase
set at 16%. In the latter case, the potential between the shift of the high partial waves [14]. All k-space integra-
atomic potentials must be represented by additional inter- tions were performed by the tetrahedron method [15]. In
stitial spheres. The positions of these interstitial spheres all calculations, self-consistency was achieved with a

22are chosen from the non-occupied symmetry positions of tolerance in the total energy per unit cell of 10 mRy.
the space group. Their radii are normally chosen in such The heats of formation of hydrogen in solution and the
way that the maximum overlap between an atomic and an hydride were calculated by subtracting the total energy of
interstitial sphere is 18% and that between two interstitial the host alloy and the absorbed hydrogen molecule from
spheres is 20%. If these overlap conditions are changed, that of the final state. We used the value of 22.320 Ry for
the total number of the interstitial spheres may vary the total energy of the hydrogen molecule which was
accordingly. The influence of the overlap conditions on the calculated with the von Barth–Hedin exchange-correlation
total energy will be discussed in Section 3.1.1. potential [16]. The heat of formation, DH, is a directaIt has been realised that the LMTO basis set ux l can be determinant of the stability of hydrogen in solution or asatransformed exactly into the orthogonal TB basis set ux l the hydride. It is related to the equilibrium hydrogen
[12]; these transformations are of the form [13], pressure through the van’t Hoff equation:

a 0 aux l 5 ux l(16aS ), (2) DH DS
] ]ln(P/P ) 5 2 , (5)0 RT Rawhere S is the screened structure matrix and a is a set of

the screening constants and is regarded as a diagonal where P is the standard pressure (50.1 MPa), DS is the0

matrix with elements a (R and L;lm denote the site entropy change, T is the temperature and R is the gasRL

and the angular momentum character, respectively). The constant. The entropy change in Eq. (5) is dominated by
ascreened structure matrix S is given in terms of the the entropy loss of the gaseous hydrogen, namely 2130.8
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tures have been reported [20] based on a careful interpreta-
tion of the neutron diffraction data. (We should note,
however, that the structures with the same crystal symme-
try as LaNi but with fractional site occupancies of the5

hydrogen atoms have also been reported [21]). The ordered
structures have the P6 mc and the P31c symmetries3

respectively, both of which have a doubled unit cell of
LaNi along the c-axis and contain 14 hydrogen atoms at5

three different hydrogen sites, namely La Ni H . Struc-2 10 14

tural data for La Ni H are given in Table 2 for each2 10 14
Fig. 1. Crystal structure of LaNi (P6/mmm).5 symmetry. These structures are both slightly distorted from

the original symmetry of LaNi (P6/mmm). The authors of5
21 21J K mol H [2]. The other entropy changes arising Ref. [20] were not able to judge from their experimental2

from lattice vibrations (in particular, the optical phonon data which symmetry is more probable, P6 mc or P31c.3

branch) and possible different hydrogen configurations are We will show later that the structure with the P6 mc3

relatively small [17]. In fact, the entropy changes found symmetry is more probable in terms of the calculated total
experimentally are almost the same over a wide range of energy.
metal–hydrogen systems [2]. Thus one may concentrate on The crystal structure with the P6 mc symmetry is shown3

only the heat of formation in order to understand the in Fig. 2. In this structure. there are three nonequivalent
relative stability between different structures. hydrogen sites, 2b, 6c1 and 6c2. A list of nearest neigh-

bour atoms of the three hydrogen atoms up to the first
2.2. Crystal structures nearest hydrogen atoms is given in Table 3. These ordered

structures allow us to calculate the electronic structure for
LaNi has a hexagonal symmetry (P6/mmm, structure the hydride within a relatively small unit cell. Interstitial5

type CaCu ) as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. The La atom occupies spheres are required to fill the whole volume for both5

the 1a (0, 0, 0) site and the two nonequivalent Ni atoms structures.
occupy the 2c (1 /3, 2 /3, 0) and the 3g (1 /2, 0, 1 /2) sites. All lattice parameters were taken from the experimental-
Five nonequivalent interstices have been reported to be ly determined values: a59.481 and c57.532 for LaNi5

available to the hydrogen. Their positions are given in [22], a59.495 and c515.082 for La Ni H [18] and2 10

Table 1, together with their neighbouring metal atom a510.221 and c516.252 for La Ni H [20] (all in2 10 14

coordinates and their hole radii [18]. The hole radius is atomic unit). The lattice expands considerably by 23.4%
defined by the maximum radius of a sphere which touches after the hydrogen absorption to the full hydride [20]. For
the surfaces of the neighbouring metal atom spheres the full hydride, the minimum distance between the
without overlapping. No interstitial spheres are required hydrogen and the nickel is 2.94 a.u.(H1–Ni1), and that
for the LMTO-ASA calculations for LaNi . between the hydrogen atoms is 4.90 a.u.(H2–H2). The5

For the hydrogen solutions (the a-phase), no ordered minimum distances between the metal atoms are 8.13
structures with full site occupancy have been reported; the a.u.(La–La), 5.90 a.u.(La–Ni1) and 4.87 a.u.(Ni2–Ni3),
hydrogen atoms only partially occupy the available hydro- respectively.
gen sites and the crystal symmetry remains the same as
that of the host alloy (P6/mmm) [18,19]. In this work, we
employed hypothetical unit cells by doubling the unit cell 3. Results and discussion
of LaNi along the c-axis and putting one hydrogen atom5

at one of the possible sites, namely La Ni H, in order to 3.1. Calculational parameters2 10

see the relative stability of the solid solutions. For
La Ni H, interstitial spheres have to be included in order 3.1.1. Overlap conditions2 10

to pack the whole volume of the lattice. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the interstitial spheres have
For the full hydride (the b-phase), two ordered struc- to be included in order to fill the whole volume of an

Table 1
Interstitial sites in the unit cell of LaNi [18]5

Site x y z Coordination Hole radius (a.u.)

3f 0.5 0 0 La32, Ni132, Ni232 0.486
4h 0.333 0.667 0.37 Ni131, Ni233 0.569
6m 0.137 0.274 0.5 La32, Ni232 1.042
12o 0.204 0.408 0.354 La31, Ni131, Ni232 0.733
12n 0.455 0.0 0.117 La31, Ni132, Ni231 0.771
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Table 2
Structural data for La Ni H with the P6 mc and P31c symmetries [18]2 10 14 3

La Ni H a510.221 a.u. c516.252 a.u.2 10 14

Space Pearson Atom Wyckoff Symmetry x y z
group symb. symb.

P6 mc hP26 La 2a 3m. 0 0 0.99993

H1 2b 3m. 1/3 2/3 0.8203
Ni1 2b 3m. 1/3 2/3 0.0011
Ni2 2b 3m. 1/3 2/3 0.4881
H2 6c .m. 0.1593 0.8407 0.2952
H3 6c .m. 0.5069 0.4931 0.0577
Ni3 6c .m. 0.4999 0.5001 0.2500

P31c hP26 La 2a 3.. 0 0 0.0037
H1 2b 3.. 1 /3 2 /3 0.8297
Ni1 2b 3.. 1 /3 2 /3 0.0061
Ni2 2b 3.. 1 /3 2 /3 0.4968
H2 6c 1 0.1680 0.3223 0.2993
H3 6c 1 0.4895 0.9994 0.0574
Ni3 6c 1 0.4859 0.0028 0.2500

open-structured material. This is the case for the hydrogen
solutions and the hydride, while no interstitial spheres are
required for the host alloy LaNi . The number and size of5

the interstitial spheres will vary for different overlap
conditions. Thus, we first calculated the total energy of
La Ni H for different overlap conditions in order to2 10 14

check their influence. The results are summarised in Table
4. As can be seen from this table, the total energy per
formula unit varies by much as 0.3 Ry as the relative
sphere overlap factor v changes from 21.7 to 17.7%.RR9

This result demonstrates that the total energy is sensitive to
the shape of the potential wells and ultimately to the
choice of basis functions in the interstitial regions. It
suggests that the total energy calculations would be
improved considerably by using full-potential methods like
the full-potential LMTO technique which can describe theFig. 2. Crystal structure of La Ni H (P6 mc).2 10 14 3
interstitial potential accurately [10,11]. The minimum total

Table 3 energy was obtained for the condition that the number of
Nearest neighbour atoms of the nonequivalent hydrogen atoms in interstitial spheres is equal to 58, which we used for all
La Ni H with the P6 mc symmetry [18]2 10 14 3 subsequent calculations.
Centre 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

3.1.2. Kinetic energy of the electron in the interstitialH1 Ni1 Ni3 H3 H2 H2
1 3 3 3 6 regions
2.94 3.17 4.93 5.12 5.13 In the LMTO formalism, the kinetic energy of an
1.00 1.08 1.68 1.74 1.75 2electron in the interstitial regions k can be treated as an

H2 Ni3 La Ni2 H2 H3 H1 H3 H2
independent parameter. This parameter, which determines2 1 1 3 2 2 2 2

3.11 4.36 4.40 4.88 4.94 5.13 5.19 5.34
1.00 1.40 1.42 1.57 1.59 1.65 1.67 1.72

Table 4
H3 Ni2 Ni3 Nil H3 H1 H2

Influence of the overlap conditions on the total energy of La Ni H2 10 141 1 1 2 1 2
IS IS tot3.05 3.13 3.21 4.90 4.93 4.94 v (%) N r URR9 min

1.00 1.03 1.05 1.61 1.62 1.62 21AT-AT AT-IS IS-IS (-) (a.u.) (Ry f.u. )
upper: atom i

middle upper: number of atoms, N 17.1 21.7 23.1 42 1.046 264373.8284i

middle lower: distance, d (a.u.) 17.4 18.5 20.5 58 0.898 264374.1184i

lower: normalised distance, d /d 16.0 17.7 19.7 68 0.816 264374.0228i 1
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Table 6
Influence of number of the k-point on the total energy of La Ni H2 10 14

irr tot tot 21(n , n , n ) n n U (Ry f.u. )k k k k kx y z

(6, 6, 2) 14 72 264374.0973
(6, 6, 6) 42 216 264374.0976
(11, 11, 11) 96 1331 264374.0970

La Ni H with each of the methods. The total energy2 10 14

and magnetic moment of LaNi and La Ni H are shown5 2 10 14

in Table 5. The magnetic moment of LaNi is predicted to5

be 0.602 m per formula unit (m is the Bohr magneton),B B

which is almost the same as that calculated previously with
2 the augmented plane wave (APW) method [23]. Therefore,Fig. 3. Total energy per formula unit of LaNi vs k .5

the magnetic moment per nickel atom is one-sixth that of
fcc-Ni [24]. The magnetic moment of La Ni H is2 10 14

the long-range behaviour of the muffin-tin orbitals, affects predicted to be zero. The difference in the total energy is
the total energy within the ASA. In Figs. 3 and 4 the total less than the order of 1 mRy per formula unit (0.02 mRy

2energy curves as a function of k for LaNi and for LaNi and 0.26 mRy for La Ni H ). These results5 5 2 10 14

La Ni H , respectively are shown. In each case the total justify the use of non-spin-polarised calculations in order2 10 14
2energy reaches a minimum at k 50.35 Ry and the to obtain the theoretical heat of formation of the LaNi5

2difference in the total energy per atom between, k 50 and hydride.
2

k 50.35 Ry is approximately 10 mRy. This result shows
that the theoretical value of the total energy is lowered by 3.1.4. Number of k-points210 mRy per atom by optimising the parameter k or the

The total energies of La Ni H for different numbers2 10 14shape of the muffin-tin orbitals. For the following calcula-
of k-points, (n , n , n )5(6, 6, 2), (6, 6, 6) and (11, 11,2 k k kx y ztions we set k 50.35 Ry.
11)), are shown in Table 6 together with the number of
irreducible k-points and the total number of k-points. We3.1.3. Spin polarization
see that the total energies remain almost unchanged; they

For materials with a large magnetic moment, the total 21vary by only the order of 10 mRy per formula unit. Thus
energy calculated with the spin-polarised LDA may differ

we set the number of k-points as (n , n , n )5(6, 6, 2)k k kx y zconsiderably from that calculated with the non-spin-polar-
for the following calculations in order to reduce the

ised LDA. In order to see the influence of the spin-
memory and time for computation.

polarization, we calculated the total energy of LaNi and5

3.2. LaNi5

The energy band structure and the total and partial
densities of states (DOSs) of LaNi are shown in Figs. 55

and 6 respectively, where the Fermi energy E has beenF

taken as the energy zero. The states below E consistF

mainly of the Ni 3d band. As expected, the Fermi energy
falls near the top of the Ni d band with the contribution
from La states being almost zero. These LMTO-ASA
densities of states are similar to those calculated previously
by the APW method [23] and by the TB-recursion method
[25]. We have also calculated the valence charge density,

¯ ¯which is shown in Fig. 7 for the (2110) plane along the
2Fig. 4. Total energy per formula unit of La Ni H vs k . c-axis. It clearly illustrates the high charge density regions2 10 14

Table 5
Influence of the spin-polarization on the total energy

tot 21 tot 21 21M (MH) U (Ry f.u. ) U (Ry f.u. ) Magnetic moment (m f.u. )LDA LSD B

LaNi 232178.7873 232178.7873 0.6025

La Ni H 264374.1182 264374.1184 0.0002 10 14
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Fig. 5. Energy band structure of LaNi . (G denotes G.)5

¯ ¯Fig. 7. Valence electron density of LaNi for the (2110) plane. (Mapping5
23 23area 2c32c, inner-most contour 0.16 a.u. , outer-most 0.02 a.u. , 0.02centred at the Ni atoms and the low charge density

23a.u. step.)interstitial regions. The bond charge between the Ni1 and
the Ni2 atoms can also be seen in this figure.

by a unique function of the electron density, whichAs shown in Table 1, there are five possible interstitial
displays an energy minimum at the electron density ofsites available for hydrogen. We have calculated the charge

230.002 a.u. . Since the electron densities at the interstitialdensities at the different interstitial sites, since these are
sites in LaNi are at least an order of magnitude greaterconsidered to be related to the preferred site occupation by 5

than this, the interstitial sites with the greatest bindinghydrogen [26–28]. The results are summarised in Table 7
energy will have the least electron density. From Table 8together with the hole radii of the sites [18] and the site
we see that this corresponds to the 6m site, in goodoccupancies determined by neutron diffractometry for the
agreement with the experimentally determined site oc-hydrogen solutions [18,19] and the full hydride [21] with
cupancies for the hydride since this corresponds to the sitethe P6/mmm symmetry. (Note that for the hydrogen
with biggest occupancy of hydrogen [21]. For the rest ofsolutions the 3f and 12n hydrogen sites have been reported
the interstitial sites for the hydride and those for theby neutron diffractometry, while the coexistence of the 3f
hydrogen solutions, however, the charge density does notand 6m hydrogen sites have also been demonstrated by an
correlate either with the site occupancy or with the holeinelastic neutron scattering study [29].) According to
size, which suggests that a more careful treatment beyondeffective medium theory [26–28] the binding energy of a
effective medium theory is required to explain the ob-hydrogen atom in a homogeneous electron gas is described
served site occupation by hydrogen.

3.3. a-La Ni H2 10

The energy band structure and the total and partial
densities of states of La Ni H with the hydrogen atom at2 10

Table 7
Electron densities at the possible hydrogen sites in LaNi5

H site Hole radius n Occupancye
23 a b c(a.u.) (a.u. ) a-phase a-phase b-phase

3f 0.486 0.0315 – 0.07 0.21
4h 0.569 0.0368 – – 0.13
6m 1.042 0.0234 – – 0.32
12n 0.771 0.0308 0.04 – 0.18
12o 0.639 0.0318 – – 0.11
a Ref. [18]; composition La Ni H .2 10 0.8
b Ref. [19]; composition La Ni H .5 25 0.9
cFig. 6. Density of states of LaNi . Ref. [21]; composition La Ni H .5 1.95 10 13
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Table 8
Total energy per formula unit and heat of solution of La Ni H for the different hydrogen sites2 10

IS totH site v (%) N U DHRR9

21 21AT-AT AT-IS IS-IS (-) (Ry f.u. ) (kJ mol H )2

3f 13.7 - - 0 264358.2125 1378.5
4h 16.0 18.0 20.0 27 264358.3683 967.3
6m 16.0 16.2 14.2 10 264358.3973 890.8
12n 16.0 18.0 12.4 12 264358.1936 1428.4
12o 16.0 16.5 17.7 15 264358.1386 1573.7

the 6m site are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. As is nickel spd orbitals. The Fermi energy has shifted to a
clearly seen in Fig. 8, one lower energy state has appeared higher energy level by 0.043 Ry compared with that of
after the hydrogen absorption, which has been formed with LaNi , while the relative position of the Fermi energy5

the hybridization between the hydrogen s orbitals and the remains unchanged and falls at the edge of the nickel d
bands. There is a gap of width of 0.1 Ry between the lower
energy states and the rest of the bands.

The total energies of La Ni H for the different hydro-2 10

gen sites are shown in Table 8. The predicted relative
stability is 6m,4h,3f,12n,12o. This order shows
again that the 6m site is the most stable. However, the rest
of the order does not correlate either with the charge
density or with the experimentally determined site oc-
cupancy. One reason for this disagreement could be due to
the difference in the number of interstitial spheres con-
tained in the unit cells, which could lead to differences in
the total energy of the order of 0.1 Ry per formula unit as
described in Section 3.1.1.

We have also calculated the heat of formation of
La Ni H (the heat of hydrogen solution) from the total2 10

energy calculated for each structure. The results are given
in Table 8. All the values of the heat of solution turned out
to be positive and unrealistically large compared with the

21experimental value of 259 kJ mol H [30], even for the2
21 21most stable structure (0.337 Ry f.u. 5890 kJ mol H ).2

This unfavourable result clearly indicates that local relaxa-
Fig. 8. Energy band structure of La Ni H (H; 6m site). tion of the metal atoms surrounding the hydrogen atoms2 10

must be considered in order to predict the heat of solution
correctly, although it cannot be detected by diffractometry.
The order of the relative stability might be affected by this
local relaxation and will be considered during future work.

In Fig. 10, summarising the results of Sections 3.2 and
3.3, the preferred site occupancy with the hole radius, the
inverse cube root of the electron density, and the heat of
solution between the possible hydrogen sites in the P6/
mmm structure are compared. All the results show roughly
the same trend except for the 4h heat of solution. All
indicate that 6m site is the most preferred as already
mentioned.

3.4. b-La Ni H2 10 14

First, we calculated the total energies of La Ni H for2 10 14

the two different structures. namely P6 mc and P31c3

(Table 2), in order to see which structure is more probable.
Fig. 9. Density of states of La Ni H (H; 6m site). The results are shown in Table 9. For the same number of2 10
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Fig. 10. Comparison between the hole radius, the inverse cube root of the
electron density, the heat of solution and the experimental site occupancy
for the hydride.

the interstitial spheres, the P6 mc structure exhibits a3
21 Fig. 11. Energy band structure of La Ni H .2 10 14lower total energy by 0.0871 Ry f.u. This indicates that

the P6 mc structure is more probable, which could not be3 not be seen in the DOS calculated with the TB recursionconfirmed by the neutron diffraction data [20]. We thus
method. The lower energy states consist mainly of the H3employ the P6 mc structure for La Ni H for the3 2 10 14 states and the higher states mainly of the H2 states. The H1following calculations.
states extend evenly throughout both regions. The inte-The energy band structure and the total and partial
grated number of the electrons in the interstitial spheres updensities of states of La Ni H are shown in Figs. 11 and2 10 14 to the Fermi energy is relatively small; it is 12.7, about12, respectively. (The partial density of states of the
one-tenth of the total number of the valence electrons (120interstitial spheres is not shown.) The lower energy states
electrons). These electrons, which come from both theare formed by the hybridization of the s orbitals of the
metal atoms and the hydrogen atoms, would not affect theabsorbed hydrogen with the lower energy portion of the
general description of the nature of the densities of states.LaNi states, mainly with the Ni orbitals and partly with5 The valence electron density of La Ni H for the2 10 14the La orbitals. Similarly to La Ni H, a gap of 0.1 Ry is2 10 ¯ ¯(2110) plane along the c-axis is shown in Fig. 13. Theobserved between these lower energy states and the rest of
centres of the H1, H2 and H3 hydrogen atoms all lie in thisthe band, the majority of which is the Ni d band. The
plane. Bond charges between the hydrogen atoms and thelower energy states are essentially hydrogen-derived states;
nickel atoms are clearly seen. (Those between H2 and Ni3the integrated number of the electrons up to the gap is 28

as is confirmed by the energy band structure in Fig. 11.
The relative position of the Fermi energy hardly changes
from that for LaNi it falls at the top of the Ni d band and5

the contribution of La remains almost zero at the Fermi
energy. This picture is different from that predicted by the
TB recursion method [25], where the contributions at the
Fermi energy from the Ni atoms and the La atoms have
been reported to be comparable. Looking into the hydro-
gen derived states, they are separated into two parts by a
small gap of approximately 0.03 Ry. This small gap can

Table 9
Comparison between the total energies of La Ni H with different2 10 14

crystal symmetry
IS totSymmetry v (%) N URR9

21AT-AT AT-IS IS-IS (-) (Ry f.u. )

P6 mc 17.1 21.7 23.1 42 264374.02283

P31c 16.8 18.6 18.6 42 264373.9357
Fig. 12. Density of states of La Ni H .2 10 14
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atoms of La Ni H with the P6 mc structure with the2 10 14 3

same number of the interstitial spheres; thus the total
number of the interstitial spheres is 58114572. The
calculated total energies are summarised in Table 10. The
theoretical heat of formation per molecular hydrogen DH
for the hydrogenation reaction,

2 1
] ]LaNi 1 H 5 La Ni H 1 DH, (6)5 2 2 10 147 7

was calculated as follows:
1
]DH 5 hU 2 2U 2 7U jMH M H7 2

exp exp dist1
]5 h(U 2 U 2 7U ) 1 (U 2 U )MH M H M M7 2

dist
1 (U 2 2U )jM M

1
]5 h(20.7292) 1 (0.3110) 1 (0.1144)j7

21
5 2 0.0434 Ry mol H2

¯ ¯Fig. 13. Valence electron density of La Ni H for the (2110) plane.2 10 14
23 21(Mapping area 2c32c, inner-most contour 0.16 a.u. , outer-most 0.02 5 2 57.3 kJ mol H , (7)223 23a.u. , 0.02 a.u. step.)

exp distwhere U , U , U , U , U are the total energies ofMH M M M H2

are not in this plane.) On the other hand, no clear bond P6 mc La Ni H at its equilibrium volume, P6 mc3 2 10 14 3

charges between the hydrogen atoms and the lanthanum La Ni expanded to the equilibrium volume of2 10

atoms can be seen in this figure; the interaction between La Ni H , La Ni with distortion to the P6 mc symme-2 10 14 2 10 3

the lanthanum and the hydrogen would be more ionic than try at the equilibrium volume of LaNi , the host alloy5

covalent because of the large electronegativity difference LaNi at its equilibrium volume and the hydrogen mole-5

between lanthanum and hydrogen. cule, respectively. In the second line of Eq. (7), the first,
Finally, we have calculated the theoretical heat of second and third terms represent contributions from the

formation of the hydride from the total energies of LaNi , change in the electronic structure (due to chemical bond-5

La Ni H and H . As can be seen from the density of ing), volume relaxation (due to size effects), and the2 10 14 2

states in Fig. 12, the hydrogen absorption causes a large change in the crystal symmetry from P6/mmm to P6 mc3

change in the electronic structure of the host metal. This is (due to internal distortion), respectively. Here we obtained
21accompanied by a slight symmetry distortion from P6/ a negative heat of formation of 257.3 kJ mol H . The2

mmm to P6 mc and a lattice expansion of 25%. In order to main contribution to the negative heat of formation has3

investigate which contribution is dominant for the heat of been found to come from the change in the electronic
distformation, we have calculated the total energies U and structure. This large negative contribution compensates theM

relaxU of two hypothetical structures: an internally dis- positive contributions both from the volume expansion andM

torted structure without hydrogen, namely La Ni , with from the change in the crystal symmetry, which reflect an2 10

the same symmetry as the hydride (P6 mc) but with the energy cost for the deformation of the lattice as normally3

equilibrium volume of La Ni , and an expanded La Ni expected. The contribution from the change in the crystal2 10 2 10

with the P6 mc structure, but with the same equilibrium symmetry is relatively small. It is worth stressing that the3

volume as La Ni H . Here we kept the same overlap heat of formation is determined by a subtle balance2 10 14

conditions in order to minimise their influence on the between these contributions, its absolute value being much
energy differences. For the distorted La Ni and the smaller than each individual contribution. In this case,2 10

expanded La Ni , we replaced the fourteen hydrogen even the theoretical total energy of the hydrogen molecule2 10

Table 10
Total energies used for calculation of the heat of formation of La Ni H2 10 14

IS tot 21M Symmetry a (a.u.) c (a.u.) N U (Ry f.u. )

La Ni H P6 mc 10.221 16.252 58 264374.11842 10 14 3

La Ni (expanded) P6 mc 10.221 16.252 58114 264357.14922 10 3

La Ni (distorted) P6 mc 9.481 15.064 58114 264357.46022 10 3

LaNi P6/mmm 9.481 7.532 0 232178.78735
aH (LSD) – – – – 22.3202

a Ref. [16].
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can be decisive; if the value calculated with the Hartree– The predicted value of the heat of formation is expected
Fock approximation is used instead of that calculated with to be improved by using full-potential methods such as the
the local spin density approximation (LSD) [16], then the full-potential LMTO method, which is our future task. We
heat of formation would become more negative by 70 are also planning to study the details of the bonding energy

21kJ mol H . between the atoms by using the two-centre TB Hamilto-2

Although the calculated heat of formation is negative, it nian described in Section 2.1.
is overestimated by almost a factor of two compared with

21the experimental heat of formation (230 kJ mol H2

[30–32]). From the viewpoint of the computational design
Acknowledgementsof alloys with suitable equilibrium hydrogen pressures, the

21theoretical value of 257.3 kJ mol H is very unfavour-2 HN is grateful for financial support from SANYOable as the difference between the theoretical value and the
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